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The last showdown in a legal battle between Windstream Holdings Inc., an internet service
provider, and Aurelius Capital Management LP, a hedge fund that invested in bonds issued by a
Windstream subsidiary, took place on Tuesday, in a case that is being widely followed by
bankruptcy lawyers and distressed-debt investors because it involves the issue of technical
defaults.

The crowd in Judge Jesse Furman’s courtroom at the U.S. District Court in New York spilled
over into an overflow room set aside for the last hearing in the trial.

At issue in the case is whether Windstream’s subsidiary, Windstream Services LLC, violated a
bond covenant that prohibits sale-leaseback transactions after Windstream Holdings spun off
its fiber optic cable network in 2015 to form Uniti Group Inc. and then entered a lease
agreement with Uniti. Windstream Holdings pays Uniti $650 million a year under to use the
fiber network.

Last year, Aurelius and US Bank NA, the indenture trustee on the Windstream Services bonds,
tried to push the company into default, claiming it violated the covenant. Windstream argues
that there is no covenant violation because Windstream Services isn’t party to the Uniti lease,
rather the parent company, Windstream Holdings, is. Windstream sued Aurelius and US Bank
to stop the default claims. The case went to trial last week, with parties making closing
arguments on Tuesday.

Because Aurelius also holds a position in Windstream credit default swaps, which are like
insurance contracts on bonds, it stands to collect money if Windstream does default.
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The case has drawn the attention of bankruptcy lawyers and distressed-debt investors because
they have seen an increase in attempts to trigger so-called technical defaults, where a debt
issuer is accused of violating a bond covenant as opposed to failing to make scheduled
payments.

“Certain huge hedge funds play in the business of trolling the documents to see if there are
technical defaults, building up a position in the securities and credit default swaps, and then
pouncing on the issuer for a significant return,” said H. Jeffrey Schwartz, a bankruptcy lawyer
at McKool Smith, who isn’t involved in the Windstream case.

In court Tuesday, Judge Furman posed a hypothetical to US Bank’s lawyer related to the issue of
having the parent company versus the subsidiary on the lease.

“Let’s say I sign a lease on behalf of my son and let’s assume I sign as a lessee and not as a
guarantor. Of course the landlord could sue to evict my son, but would you say my son is party
to a lease?” Judge Furman asked Edward Friedman of Friedman Kaplan Seiler & Adelman LLP,
the lawyer for US Bank.

Mr. Friedman responded no to that question, but asserted that Windstream Services was
actually the party doing the leasing even if its name wasn’t on the lease since Windstream
Services in the operating unit which uses the network and ultimately pays for its maintenance
and rent.

The issue of whether the 2015 spinoff violated a bond covenant is just one of a series of
intertwined legal issues that Judge Furman must decide on in the case.

Judge Furman could also have to make a call on a related argument over a debt swap
Windstream completed last fall. Noteholders who participated in that swap also waived any
default tied to the Uniti spinoff. Aurelius is challenging the validity of the swap and waivers.

Mr. Friedman, US Bank’s lawyer, said under questioning that it isn’t taking a position on the
validity of the exchanges in the case. That battle is being fought solely by Aurelius’s lawyers.

On Wednesday, Windstream announced that it completed additional debt swaps of $1.4 billion
in bonds, that pushes out its debt maturities by two years to 2023. Over the last 12 months,
Windstream has refinanced over $3.4 billion in debt.

Judge Furman gave little indication Tuesday of when or how he might rule in the case.
Windstream has said a ruling against it would push it into bankruptcy.

“I won’t promise when I’ll give a decision,” said Judge Furman, adding that a decision could be
relatively quick or take longer depending on the direction he wants to take the case.
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WSJ Pro Bankruptcy also covers distressed companies. Inclusion of a company in this category
is not intended to suggest that it will file for bankruptcy protection, default on its debt or suffer
any other financial failure.
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